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mini
green
LEVEL

1

LEVEL

2

LEVEL

5

This is my first time!
Never been skiing before,
I’m really excited!

I have tried skiing on a dry
slope or snow. I have started
to turn and stop but may not
always feel in control

I like skiing fairly quickly
and I am happy to ski
reds in good conditions.
I may struggle if terrain
becomes challenging

ADULT
SKI COURSES
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LEVEL

3

LEVEL

4

LEVEL

6
7

I can make controlled
turns on green runs and
may have skied a blue

I am skiing parallel on most
blues but struggle if conditions
become more difficult

I can ski reds and can get down
blacks in reasonable condition.
I want to improve my skills to ski
steeper slopes, bumps etc
I can ski all runs in all conditions.
Bumps and off piste are fun!

LEVEL

1

I’m a complete beginner,
or I’ve had a few lessons
but I’m not yet turning
both ways

level 1

GREEN SAFARI

LEVEL
LEVEL

3

I’m an intermediate
boarder, consistently
linking turns on blues and
some reds but needing
better technique

2

level 3
BLUE/RED

level 4
RED SAFARI

LEVEL

4

ADULT &
CHILDREN
SNOWBOARD
COURSES

I am linking turns
on both edges on
greens and the
odd blue

I’m an all-mountain
boarder, learning to
ride switch, carving
and freestyle

I am only young
so I want to have
a fun time as it’s
my first go!

It’s my first time,
I want to learn to
snowplough and
make my first turns

I can ski parallel on easier runs
but use a snowplough when the
terrain becomes more challenging
I can ski reds parallel and know how
to use my poles. I’m pretty quick

mini
blue

I have skied at least a week
and have skied green runs
but I want to be with
children closer to my age

level 2
BLUE SAFARI

I have skied at least a
week. I can ski green
runs in control and
may have skied a blue!

level 5

I have skied lots and I can ski blacks

level 6

control of speed on steep slopes,
bumps and improve my carving
I ski fast, I can carve, ski
bumps, and make short turns
on steeper slopes.

ALL MOUNTAIN in good condition. I need to improve

MOUNTAIN
EXPERT

CHILDREN’S
SKI COURSES
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